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Thee  VibraFingers  are  an  effective  concentrate  of  what  was  best  (or 
worst ? ) produced in Rock’n’roll. VibraFingers are 4 musicians from the Mini 
Cooper Gang, Fingertips and Thee Mysterious Asthmatic Avenger. Since the 
middle  of  the  Nineties,  these  fuzz  and  high  power  lovers  from Tours, 
invaded  an  incredule  world  with  their  electric  and  raging  shows.  Often 
classified in an energy punk-rock style with garage sounds, the VibraFingers 
will forever be the bastard spirits born of a giant orgy with the Cramps, 
Teengenerate,  Oblivians,  Stooges,  Buzzcocks,  Charlie  Feathers,  Flaming 
Groovies...  and  of  course  all  underground  and  deviant  stuff  that  were 
produced in the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s. Fans of B, Z and gory flicks, the 
VibraFingers are the ambassadors of a shifted Universe where values are 
not the same anymore : nasty rubbery monsters, cheapy emoglobine, masked 
wrestlers are totally included in their reality ... the good ones are not 
always  those  we  could  expect (Sometimes  good  guys  don’t  wear  pink  ! )
The VibraFingers are indeed the Craignos-Rockers of a rock'n'roll scene in 
complete deserection. 

But these freaky guys have never taken themselves seriously, and in their 
shows, humour and inventiveness always surrender the arrogant succession 
of gimmicks proposed by the "revival" rock'n'roll.
The VibraFingers met Rock’n’roll when they were young : 
- an experience of rock’n’roll radio DJ for all these members,
- many hours lost watching videos with meaningfull titles (Plan nine from 
outer space, House Of 1000 Corpses, 2001 Maniacs...),
- listening to all the American bands from Crypt Records in the Nineties 
created this breeding ground in which the VibraFingers tracks were born.

Sound shock as it is, the sound of VibraFingers moved and improved. If 
stage is unquestionably their best expression, the release of this new album 



could establish a good balance between recordings and shows. Indeed, the 
brutality of their shows is well representated by an aggressive production 
combining good bunches of fuzz guitar and a heavy bass-drums rythmic. 
Something that should blast off your 3000 dollars speakers....

Discography :

Split EP Vibrafingers/Spacionauts Nest of Viper

Album
Thee Vibrafingers Play In Your Ass  /CD Roller Asso 2003
They Vibrate  /CD Turborock Records 2006

Compilations  :
The Sound Of The Associates /Roller Association Production K7
Cosmic Trip volume 1, 2 & 3  /Roller Association Production CD
Sexadelic Party  /Roller Association Production CD
Stupid Movies  /Roller Association Production 10’ 
Kongpilation vol 2  /Banana Juice CD 
Kongpilation special 10 ans production  /Banana Juice 2CD

Thee VibraFingers played with : 
SPACIONAUTS, STEVE & THE JERKS, NO-TALENTS, SMUGGLERS, BIG 
BOSS MAN, COOL JERKS, MAN MADE MONSTER, SONNY VINCENT, 
NITROBREW, BELLRAYS (special guests of thee Vibrafingers !), BDK & THE 
ROLLER COASTER, DARE DARE DEVILS, YOUNG PUNKS, EXXON VALDEZ, 
KING KHAN, BRAIN EATERS, CELLOPHANE SUCKERS, WAMPAS, 
MYSTERIOUS ASTHMATIC AVENGER, FLASH EXPRESS, MIGHTY GO-GO 
PLAYERS, BASEBALL FURIES, TOKYO SEX DESTRUCTION....

Write to :
Patrick Dedieu 
7 rue de la liberté
37100 Tours

Email : vibrafingers@free.fr

Site Web : http://vibrafingers.free.fr


